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Licensee: fiorthern States Power Company
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Minneapolis, lift 55401

Facility llame: Prairie Island fluclear Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2

-Inspection At: Prairie Island Site, Redwing, Minnesota

inspection Conducted: January 7-9, 1991 (On-site)
January 18 and 23,1991
(Telephone Discussions)

Inspector: I.E. House /-A /- f/
DaTe~

r3a$$} 'lef l/31N/Approved By: I. c.

RadiologiYal Cohtcois and Date/ ''
Chemistry Section

Inspection Summary.

Inspection on January 7-9, and January 18 and 23,1991 (Report tios.
50282/91002(DRSS);50-306/910DEUTGS))

Environmental Monitoring Program (REMP) (pection of the Radiological
Areas Inspected: Rottine unannounced ins

IP 84750) and follow up of the
licensee's tritium monitoring program (IP 92701).
Results: The REMP appeared to be operating satisfactorily. The
Ticensee has evaluated and taken measures to reduce the low levels of
tritium found in offsite-wells,
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DETAILS
,

1. . Persons Conacted '

M. Chen . Senior Corporate liealth Physicist t

-B. Desai, Superintendent, Civil and Mechanical Engineering
.I .-Donatell, Engineer IIJ

F. Fey', Manager, Nuclear Radiation Servcices
T. Gatten, Caemistry Coordinator .

3 . Lappegaard,-Plant ChemistS
'

1'2 , Larimer, Radiochemistry Supervisor0-
J. Leveille, Licensing' Engineer

1, J. Payton, Associate Health Physicist,

D. Schuelke, Superintendent,- Radiation Protection
H. Sellman, Plant Manager

P.LHartman,SeniorResidentinspector,NRC !
>

=The! inspectors also interviewed other licensee personnel in various
? departments inethe course of the-inspection. |

fPresent at'the_ Exit lieeting on ' January 9,1991. ;
'

P. resent dur_ing telephone discussions, January.18 and 23,1991
.

2. Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings (IP 92701)-~-

(Closed)Open' Item (50-282/89007-01;50-306/89007-01). Licensee
-a . .. _to spike reactor coolant with anions, split the. sample with

*

Broo Khaven Nationalt Laboratory (BNL) and. send results to Region Ill.
The results of the sample split'are given in Table 1. The' licensee .

achie'ved two' agreements, fluoride and' sulfate. The chloride results
wereinot compared due to the :large discrepancy 'in the numbers and - 3

-

:UNL|s apparent . difficulty in analyzing the sample. ,
q

- ;b. -(Closed)'-Open item (50-282/89007-02; 50-306/89007-02)'. Licensee
'

.

to periodically. check calibration linearity of hydrazine and
silica assaysDusing regression a'nalysis. -Analytica? procedures for
hydrazine and silica have-been rewritten.1 Calibrati n curves are '

based on .a least ' squares analysis' of- a. minimum of five points.
iLicensee representatives stated that:new curves were prepared
isemi-annually,~or following. equipment repairs and reagent changes.
Calibration frequency is not procedura11 zed:buttlicensee :
represen_tatives agreed to incorporate calibration frequency into

7 procedures.. i

;c._ (Clos.ed) Open Item-(50-282/89007-03;.50-306/89007-03). Licensee
.

;to modifyathe format for control charts, proceduralize ^te control
charts and upgrade the interlaboratory comparison program.. The-'

licensee has developed and is using computer based formats for-
L control charts, one of which plots concentration versus time.-
; Acceptance criteria ~are a-percentage of the prepared value. The
| licensee is now using a vendor supplied Interlaboratory Comparison
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Program but-is considering converting to a Corporate conducted
comparison program. These matters will continue to be reviewed-

as part of the routine inspection program,
~

d. (Closed) Open item (50 282/89007-04; 50-306/89007-04). Licensee *

- to modify air sampler procedures to incorporate filter train testing
for air inleakage:end improve flow rate monitoring during collection
periods. The inspector toured 4 of 5 air sampling stationa,
reviewed upgraded procedures and observed licensee personnel change
air filters and-charcoal cartridges (Section 3). filter trains are
leak tested weekly and appeared to be air tight. Air flow regulators
are calibrated monthly. A field rotameter is used to check for air
inleakage and to measure flow rate of the filter train before and
after filter changeout. |

~

3. Operationofthe-Radiological-EnvironmentalMonitorinoProgram(REMP]
TTFM7(D]~

~

Management.responsibil'ities for the REMP were transferred from the
Environmental Regulatory Aff airs Department to the Nuclear Regulatory <

Services Department (NRS) on: January 1,1990. The. Corporate Health
Physicist -(HP) who reports to the Manager, HRS, oversees the REMP.
An associate HP who reports to the Corporate HP is responsib'le for
sample collection. NRS has installed in-line air sampling holders
and rewritten nrocedures describing sample changcout, testing and
calibration of the air-samplers. F1 iter trains are leak tested weekly
during sample changeout and the air regulators are calibrated monthly

.with a calibrated rotameter. During sample changcout, flow readings
are'taken before and af ter filters are changed. A licensee representa-
tive stated that the field rotameter was not calibrated but was to be
sent out--for calibration.

-The' inspector reviewed the REMP,-including the 1989 Annual Radiological
Environmental Monitoring Report, and-toured 4 of the 5 air: sampling
stations. | The Annual Report appeared to comply with the REMP-

requirements. All.of the required samples-were collected and analyzco,
except as noted in the report, and the'results-appeared to be
reasonable. The inspector observed e-licensee representative conduct

-

the weekly sample changeout and test the filter-train for operability _
and airiinicakage. The-REMP appeared to be operating- satisfactorily.

-No violations or. deviations were identified..

4; ' Tritium in Well Water -(IP 92701)

Llevels-(approximately 2000 pCi/1)partment of Public Health found low
In October 1989, the Minnesota De

of tritium (H-3) in wells located>

-adjacent to the Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Station (PINGS).
The licensee's evaluation concluded that the-plant, which is located
on the Mississippi river upstream of Dam Humber 3 and the Vermillion

'

River.,is the H-3 source. The Mississippi water level above the dam
is about 10-15 feet _ higher than the level of the Vermillion River,
which-joins the Mississippi downstream of the dam, with aquifer flow

3
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generally along that gradient. This aqu.fer, which is hydraulically
connected to the river and the plant discharge canal, appears-to be
the water source for the wells that have shown elevated d-3 levels,

~

The plant releases processed liquid roowaste into the discharge canal
which flows into One Mississippi. At the present time, the treated
radwaste is released into the mouth of the canal and travels about
0.5 mile-during which mixing and dilution occurs. Licensee calculations
for the dilution factor are based on minimum flow in the discharge
canal of approximately 147 cubic feet por second. ,

A portion of the water in the discharge canal is also captured by ao

wildlife conservation area or " duck pono" located on the licensee's
site and adjacent to the discharge canal. The licensee has an agreement
with the State of Minnesota to maintain the water level in this
pond. Pond water percolates through the sandy soil into the aquifer

' described above. As it appears that this aquifer charges a number
of of fsite wells in which low levels of H-3 have been detected, the
licensee believes that this is the pathway through which H-3 from

Jliquid radweste enters the wells. A sluice gate was installed at
the entrance to the pond and is closed during radwaste releases to
prevent canal water from entering the pond. The well H-3 levels have
not decreased but, because of water flow through the aquifer
(estimated to ba one foot per day), the H-3 activity may reflect
discharges from a year or so in the past.

Table 2 shows H-3 concentrations in wells adjacent to the PINGS.
The highest levels found were less than 2000 pCi/l (picocuries per
liter), which is 10% of the technical specification reporting level
for drinking water of. 20,000 pCi/1 and well below the NRC limit of
3 microcuries/1 for release to unrestricted areas. These wells are-

being monitored by the licensee and the results are reported in the
: annual Radiological Environmental Monitoring Report (REMP).

The licensee is taking additional measures to ensure that H-3 does
-not enter'the aquifer by constructing a discharge pipe that runs
nearlyLthe length of the canal-and which is anchored to the canal
bottom. Liquid radwaste containing H-3 will be discharged from the
end.of the pipe'into a diffuser,_ mixed with canal water and discharged

-into_the river. The licensee expects this measure will prevent H-3
-from entering the pond and-the aquifer. -.A Stone and Webster engineering
study' indicates thatiadequate dilution and mixing-will occur between '

the diffuser and the discharge cutlet to the river to reduce the-
radioactivity level below- the Maximum Permissable -Concentrations
(MPCs). This study formed the basis of a licensee 50.59 review of
modifications to the radwaste discharge system. -A licensee repre-

~

sentative agreed'that sampling would be conducted at the discharge
dam to demonstrate that adequate dilution is being achieved. This

L matter will be reviewed under Open item (50-282/91002-01;
| 50-306/91002-01).

L
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5. Open Items

Open items are matters which have been discussed with the licensee,
which will be reviewed further by the inspectors, and which involve
some action on the part of the NRC or licensee, or both. Open items
disclosed during the inspection are discussed in Section 4.

6. Exit Interview

The scope and findings of the inspection were reviewed with licensee
representatives (Section 1) at the conclusion of the inspection on
January 9, and during telephone discussions on January 18 and 23,
1991. The inspector discussed observations on the REMP, the tritium
issue and modifications to the radwaste discharge system. The
discussions included the need for measurements to confirm that the new
discharge system provides adequate dilution prior to discharge to the
Mississippi River. The licensee agreed to make the measurements when the
new system goes into operation (Section 4). During the exit interview,
the inspector discussed the likely informational content of the
inspection rcpart with regard to documents or processes reviewed by
the inspectors during the inspection. Licensee representatives did
not identify any such documents or processes as proprietary.

Attachments:
1. Table 1, Nonradiological Interlaboratory

Test Results. March 6-10, 1989
2. Attachment 1, Criteria for Comparing

Honradiological Measurements
3. Table 2, prairie Island Tritium Trending Data.
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TABLE 1
Honradiological Interlaboratory Test Results

Prairie Island Huclear Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2
lla rch 6-10, 1989

a c
Analy te Analytfcal NRC Licensee" Ratio Comparison

Method
Y 1 SD X 1 SD Z 1 SD 12 SD

.

Concentration, ppb

Fluoride IC 51.5 1 2.6 51.0 1 2.9 0.990 1 0.075 A

Chloride IC 167.0 55.0 1 2.6 N

Sulfate IC 3f.4 1 2.4 47.5 1 2.9 1.206 1 0.104 A+

a. Value i standard deviation (50),

b. Analytical methods: IC - lon Chromatography

c. Comparison A = Agreement
Da Disagreement
H = No Comparison

.

Substituted 16% RSD for both the BNL and licensee uncertainties+
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ATTACHMENT 1

Criteria for-Comparing Analytical' Measurements

- This attachment provides criteria for comparing results of the capability tests.
-The acceptance limits-are based on the uncertainty *(standard deviation) of the
ratio of the licensee's mean value_(X) to the NRC mean value (Y), where

(1).'Z =.X/Y is.the ratio, and

(2)1 S- is the uncertainty of the ratio determined from the
_ fopagation of the uncertainties of licensee's~mean value,p -

-S , and_of;the NRC's mean value, S .1 Thus,g
y

.-

s2z _. 5 2 -32'

7 7 + y , so that
- x- va

-s : 21. , 5 +'.S
2 Y.f's2 l2-

(x2 y2)
'

The-resultsJare considered to be in agreement when the bias-in the ratio
n,

4'

-(absoluteivalue of. difference between unity and the ratio) is less than or
equal to'twice the uncertainty:in the ratio, i.e. _

'

m
m

"

] 1 Z_- | 1 2*S 2.''

1.
: National ~ Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements,

-

A Handbook of-Radioactivity Measurements Proceduresi NCRP
= Report No.-58, Second Edition, 1985, Pages 322-326 (see

-

-Page 324).
o
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Prairie Island Tritium Issue Trending Datal
Snmn1n Dnten 1989-1990

Enmple Location 11/21 1/15 2/12 3/12 4/10 5/17
Tritium concentrntion in picoeurien ner Liten

Suter's Deep Well 1430 1840 1570- 1180 1190 1310
Suter's Shallow Well 1070 890 330 500 010 750Birch Lake Seep 1 820 710 770 700
Birch Lake Seep 2 540 520 550 050PITC Well 300 390 470 260 290 330Environmental Lab 180 180 100 190 210Duck Pond # 2 560Nauer Residence 190 180 100Perkins Residence 190 260 240
Childo Residence 190 180 200Pickerel Slough 190
Lock & Dam # 3 190
Duck Pond # 1 100 4

Birch Lake Outlet # 4 210
Birch Lake Outlet # 5 210Discharge Canal # 1 210Discharge Canal # 2 210
Vermill|3n River 210Refuge Slough 190

Sampin nntaa__tPAQ.
samnie Location 6/12 7/18 8/9 9/10 10/24 11/12

Tritium cnneen.t ra t i nn in Pinonnvinn par Liter
Suter's-Deep We1.1 1330 1200 1500 1870 1740 1220-Suter's Shallow Well 870 1330 1870 1830 1170 1800
Birch Lake Seep 1 010 800 840 510
Birch Lake Seep 2 600 760 700 510
FITC Well 210 450 320 310 330 310Environmental Lab 190 200 100 180 180 180Duck Pond,# 2 200 100 180
Nauer Residence 210 180
Perkins Residence 250 220

-Childe Residence 200 180
Pickerel Slough

-Lock & Dam # 3
Duck Pond # 1
Birch Lake Outlet u 4
Birch Lake Outlet # 5
:Diccharge' Canal # 1
. Discharge Canal # 2
Vermillion River
Refuge. Slough

1Data provided by Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Station.
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